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Abstract 
Setting of forms and methods for forest use must be based on assessment and 
forecast characteristics of forests modern state taking into account probable 
trends of their formation (or reconstitution) on the base of the analysis of 
modern physical-geographic conditions on a concrete territory. A very effi-
cient method for this can be an ecological mapping monitoring of forest use 
with outlining of a series of ecological-geobotanic maps and express schematic 
maps of the state of forest communities for a concrete time between forests 
taxation periods; these are often 15 - 25-years (sometimes more) their com-
ponents. This work is considering as theoretic aspect in discution for estab-
lishing some new methodical approaches for organization of forestry at all. 
According to this, we have to say that use its position in forestry will be more 
objective and allow to preserve natural basis of forest use and its restoration. 
Next step is using that approaches on the practice. 
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1. Introduction 

The maps of environmental systems with different thematic specialization allow 
to obtain information on the state of any environmental component and to cha-
racterize it for a definite time period and territorial confinedness. Mapping ma-
terial for any specialization is one of essential methods and ways of observations 
of processes in natural systems in time and space.  
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The statistic information obtained by mapping reflects modern situation (ex-
press-information) of the state of a concrete component in geosystems. The spe-
cifics of physical-geographic conditions and the region history, as well as anth-
ropogenic impact for a concrete time period are taken into account. It is know 
that the importance of ecological problems rises due to poorly studied structur-
al-dynamic and functional properties of concrete components in the natural 
systems, of the “laws” of their development under definite condition and of 
forms of their use when the available information is mainly descriptive. 

The vegetation can be described during several decades, but if we have no 
materials reflecting visually these or those structural-dynamic parameters of the 
phytocenoses of any level of their organization, there are some problems to use 
such information to find out which consequences occurred or will occur from 
any concrete form or type of a vegetation site use in time and space. The de-
scriptive material is often superficial and not always convenient for analytical 
constructions, and sometimes it results in erratic conclusions. 

2. Results 

Regarding forest use problem in the Baikal Region, we have to state that maps 
documenting the state of forests with information closely connected with the 
environmental situation appeared in early 1950ies (first forest taxation schemat-
ic maps). The accounting of forest resources and organization of forest explora-
tion was based on the assessment of forests by their composition, age and 
growth class. The majority of them are schematic maps of quite economic cha-
racteristics of timber stands of statistical character serving for indication where 
and how much wood could be taken at minimal expenses. 

Forests taxation maps from 1970ies present such characteristics, but there is 
already more detailed information about the character of spatial differentiation 
of timber stands taking into account their stocks and possible amounts of wood 
trial. Forests taxation maps of 1985 represent practically reproduction of the 
structure of maps from 1970ies, but with larger fractioning of forest tax a strata 
and quarter network. We can notice here that even at first approximation, there 
are some divergences of outlined areas for 35 years at revised account. This cir-
cumstance allows to suppose that the assessment of wood stocks (including trial 
amount) was done from the viewpoint of existing of timber stands convenient 
for cutting on the base of accounting materials for a concrete period. I.e., each 
accounting period was a base for definition of cutting amount, while the state of 
timber stands of the accounted area after the cutting was not taken into account 
at all. Consequently, timber stands states for accounting time was assessed, and 
it was unnecessary to have information about processes occurring during the 
forest reconstitution under concrete conditions of a concrete area between ac-
counting periods. We can state here that lack of information on the dynamics of 
forest reconstitution for such a long period results in the situation when one 
cannot assess forests from natural and economical viewpoint at the next taxa-
tion.  
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At new taxation, we have as well to take into account some other characteris-
tics of timber stands, with other criteria, although in the same region, in the 
same forests and with the same use form (cutting category). Essentially, the 
starting point of the assessment of the real situation in the potential cutting sites 
shifts to decades. So, subsequent forest taxations, and by their character, this was 
“copying” of forests taxation maps, were based in the region on the previous cri-
teria of the assessment of the state of forest communities [1] [2], only aeropho-
tographs data were used in more detail [3] [4] [5]. However, marking network 
for indication of deciphering features of the state of forests on the maps does not 
include often the whole spectrum of the diversity of spatial and vertical strati-
graphy of forests and of conditions at the sites of their growing. 

However, having mapping materials obtained while analyzing the landscape 
structure of the territory covered with forests [6] of intermediate (between ac-
counting periods) character, we will be able to assess the state of forest areas 
more accurately. We will be able as well to characterize their development, to 
assess the real stocks and amounts of cuttings, to find out where they are possi-
ble and where quite not in order to keep the natural base for reconstitutional ab-
ilities of the territory. This is possible by making express schematic maps of the 
timber stands state concerning dynamics for different time periods—for 5, 10, 
15, etc. years. Such mapping materials (situational schematic maps of forests 
taxation) between the periods of complete forests taxations stated by legislation 
are able to reflect concrete statistical and temporal characteristics of forests for-
mation at any territory with time.  

It is as well to notice here that much information on forests state can be ob-
tained from ecological-geobotanic maps of large scale (such scales as 1: 5000 - 1: 
25,000), as they include statistical data and reflect the peculiarities of structur-
al-dynamic organization of forest communities simultaneously during their de-
velopment under definite physical-geographic conditions while assigning or 
having an assigned regulation of forests exploration form for a concrete period. 
Although the assignement of dynamic parameters for ecological-geobotanic 
mapping is quite tentative and is based on some knowledge of a researcher about 
“the object”, these parameters can be (and are) a base for the assessment of “the 
object” state for determination and assignement of recommendation for any na-
ture management forms, including forestry. 

3. Discussion 

Due to this fact, ecological-geobotanic monitoring of forest use with express 
schematic mapping (situational one) and use of ecological-geobotanic maps of 
different scale for concrete forest sites will allow to approach more impartially to 
determination of forms and tipes of forests exploration assessing the forests 
states in real time regime rather than to use forest taxation data obtained long 
ago. At the same time, using such approach in the organization of forest re-
sources use, we will help to keep not only the raw wood, but also natural forests 
reconstruction potential at a concrete territory. The links within and between 
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ecosystems will be kept as well. They provide stability in the functioning of forest 
community in a system and, consequently, the stability and long duration in the 
user and reconstitution [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] of forest resources. 

Periodicity of observations, which provide basic information for ecological- 
geobotanic and express schematic mapping (situational ones) may depend on:  

1—The character of physical-geographic conditions in the forest use region;  
2—Established before forms and regimes of resources use;  
3—Structure and dynamics of natural systems at a definite type or form of a 

resource use and  
4—Analysis of situation at which organization of this or that form or type of 

resource use was performed from historical viewpoint. 

4. Conclusions  

There are a lot of opinions and too many definitions about what sustainable fo-
restry is. Naturally, each opinion and definition of “what is meant” by everybody 
who is talking about it is true. We have to think about the needs of people and 
about how to preserve nature as well. This is also true. 

Unfortunately, most opinions and definitions of what sustainable forestry are 
based on what people can manage of nature. But we have to find the answers to 
the following questions: How much do we have the forests? And how much are 
we allow to use of forests? 

We have been changing ecosystems and type of forests and we can continue 
so, but only toward its simplification or degradation. We can speak about sus-
tainable forestry very much, but we cannot demand from nature to do more 
than it will be able to do, of cause. The Baikal region is a good example for that. 
The question is to what extent sustainable forest use is sustainable. Right now we 
look like people going upstairs leading down. And we must change methods of 
forest use on the basis new methodical approaches in forestry at all. 
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